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40,000 visit Wuhan lantern shows
By Fu Xueying, Wang Yaxin & Liu Shuai

Students at
Tangjiadun
Primary School
posing with
lanterns they
made
Photo by Liu Bin

Lanterns made of wastes

Fair held in hospital

By Hu Dongdong

By Hu Dongdong

Wuhan Airport Economic Development Zone held the grandest parade of lantern festival ever staged in Wuhan on March 2. Twelve festooned vehicles cruised along the 3.8-kilometer parade route
with traditional folk performances by 1,254 locals.
Photos by Yu Zhiyong

Lantern shows in the East Lake Scenic Area

Spectacular lantern shows took place in
the East Lake Scenic Area and Wuhan
Garden Expo Park on March 2. The two
locations had facial recognition systems in
place at the entrance to ensure that the
audience had quick and easy access to the
performances.
The East Lake Lantern Show highlighted
the charm of traditional Jinchu culture. The
Yunmeng Shuihudi Qin bamboo texts, the
bianzhong (chime bells) of the Marquis Yi of
Zeng, and the Sword of Goujian, the king of
State of Yue — the cultural relics promoted
in National Treasure — were featured in a
stunning 20-meter high illuminated structure.
Near the Changtian Tower, a 22.5-meter
high lantern group called, "Lions Celebrating
the New Year," lit up the sky with four
ferocious lions guarding the central lantern.
The big screen of the surveillance center
of the East Lake Scenic Area Public Security
Sub-bureau displayed on several electronic
panels a real-time view of the Liyuan Square,
the entrance of the lantern show, and of the
three exits. The face recognition system and
regional thermal mapping provided double

confirmation of the number of visitors. Via the
two screens, the working staff of the show
could realize communication of the information
on the spot and at the monitoring center, so
as to better manage the flow of visitors.
The theme of the third Wuhan Garden
Expo Lantern Festival (2018) was "reunion and
festivity," with 118 groups of lanterns
displayed in eight major sections. Highlights
included the 65-meter long lantern group set
on the water, the zodiac dog group, and the
"city cards" group displaying the features of
the 17 cities and prefectures of Hubei
Province.
To help relieve the congestion of people
at the entrance, visitors with tickets that they
had bought online could enter the park directly
by scanning the QR code of their mobile
phones at the turnstiles. For the first time, the
park also employed a facial recognition system
with which visitors could pass through the
turnstiles quickly by having their faces scanned.
Twelve thousand people travelled to the
East Lake Scenic Area for the lantern show
on March 2, while Wuhan Garden Expo
hosted over 30,000 visitors.

Baibuting Community Lantern Festival Lantern Show was
unveiled last Thursday evening, displaying 11,825 lanterns made
by the residents themselves. Most of the lanterns were made of
daily items, such as the plastic stools, vegetable baskets, and
used bottles and jars, that residents had collected. The lanterns
featured creative and high-tech elements. Several large-scale
lanterns attracted many visitors to pose for pictures with them.

Wuhan No.1 Hospital organized a
Spring Festival temple fair on March 1,
entertaining the working staff and patients
in the hospital with wonderful traditional
folk performances, including dragon dances,
lion dances and dragon boat dances.

Guiyuan temple
fair highlights
childhood fun
Hanyang District
kicked off the 19th
Guiyuan Temple Fair
on February 28. A
series of old game
competitions, such as
rolling iron hoops,
playing hoodles,
slapping cards, playing
beanbag games, and
kicking shuttlecock,
which attracted the
participation of
hundreds of residents
who enjoyed playing
these old childhood
games.

Battle between sweet and savory handmade tangyuan
Masters of handmade tangyuan (glutinous
rice flour dumplings) from Jiaxing of Zhejiang
Province were engaged in a competition with
Wuhan masters in Wufangzhai Wuhan head
store located at Hankou Zhongshan Avenue
Dazhi Road on March 1.
A master from Jiaxing demonstrated the
process of making Fuxing dumplings. After
kneading the glutinous rice flour into the
dough, he took a small amount of the dough

and stuffed some fillings into it, before rolling
it into a small ball.
Near the gate of the store, the annual
sales of dietangyuan (rolled tangyuan) were
very hot. The workers first rolled the fillings
into small balls and then poured the handmade
fillings into a big machine pot filled with the
glutinous rice flour. When the pot was turned
round, a layer of flour was stuck to the
fillings. The workers then sprayed some water

onto the balls to make them wet, and turned
the pot again so that another layer of flour
would stick to the balls. This was repeated
again and again so that layer by layer of flour
would stick to the balls until the tangyuan took
shape.
It is said that people in Jiaxing prefer
savory tangyuan with meat fillings, while in
Wuhan the rolled sweet tangyuan with black
sesame fillings is people's favorite.

